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Definitions

Recurring Dollar Endowment Plan
This fact file sets out the terms, conditions and other information about the Recurring Dollar
Endowment Plan. As we are committed to fairness, it is designed to be clear and understandable.
Please contact us if there is anything you do not understand.

Definitions
In this fact file, the words in the left column have
the meaning given to them in the right column:
You

The person named on the policy schedule as the owner of the plan

We

Discovery Invest

Plan

The Discovery Invest Recurring Dollar Endowment Plan

Policy schedule

A discount that shows the details of your specific plan

Restriction period

 five year period during which withdrawals are limited by the law
A
on endowment plans (at March 2016).

Calendar year

1 January to 31 December

Plan year

One year from your plan anniversary to the day before the next
plan anniversary

SARB

The South African Reserve Bank

Life assured	A person whose life is insured on this plan
(The plan will end on the death of this person if a life assured is chosen)
Repatriate	To bring offshore money back to South Africa
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About
endowments

The Discovery Invest Recurring
Dollar Endowment Plan is an
investment policy where you
pay in monthly contributions.
It is an open-ended investment
with no fixed end date. This
means you can continue to
pay contributions for as long
as you like. However, there
are restrictions on when you
can withdraw your investment.
(See section 03 for details.)

A plan with or without a life assured
Your policy schedule will mention if you have a plan with a life assured.

If you have
a life assured

If you do not have
a life assured

If the life assured dies before
the payout, we will pay the
investment value less any fees
you still owe to your chosen
beneficiaries.

If you die the investment will
continue and ownership
of your plan will revert to either:
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your estate; or
 eneficiaries nominated by
b
the executor to your estate.

You have full access to your
investment after the restriction period

Withdrawing in
the first five years

Withdrawing after
the restriction period

You can withdraw from
your plan only once during
the first five years , known
as a restriction period. The
maximum you can withdraw in
the restriction period is the total
US dollar contributions you paid
in plus 5% interest compounded
each year.

After the restriction period ends,
you may withdraw from your
endowment when you wish.

There may also be an early exit
fee for withdrawing in the first
five years. (See section 07 for
how we calculate these fees.)

However, if you increase your
contributions by more than
a certain limit (see section
04 for details), the restriction
period will be extended by
another five years from that
point onwards.
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Contributions you
pay into your plan

When and how much
you can contribute

Increases to your
contributions

You can make monthly
contributions of up to US$4 000
a month (at March 2016) to
your plan. We have the right
to change this limit at any time.
If we do, we will write to let you
know and explain the options
you will have. You may not
make lump sum contributions
to your plan.

Automatic annual increases

Contributions are
expressed in US dollars
Contributions you make to your
plan are deducted from your
South African bank account
in rands. However, they are
expressed in US dollars and
based on the exchange rate
at the time of payment, so the
rand deduction might change
from month to month.

Your monthly US dollar
contributions will increase each
year on the anniversary of your
plan. The increase will be the
same as the US Consumer Price
Index (CPI). However,
	
we will not increase your
contributions by more
than 10% even if the US
CPI goes above 10%.
 e will not increase your
w
contributions by less than
0% even if the US CPI goes
below 0%.
The US CPI rate that we apply
to your contribution will be the
latest available US CPI figure at
the time of producing your plan
anniversary letter.

Voluntary increases
You can increase your
contributions at any time,
as long as they do not
go over US$4 000 a month.

Contribution increases can
affect the restriction period
A new five-year restriction
period will start if a contribution
increase means that your US
dollar contributions in any plan
year are more than 120% of
the higher of your US dollar
contributions in each of the
previous two plan years.
See example on the right.
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Example of how the
restriction period
could be extended
Peter’s total US dollar
contributions for the
last three years are:
	
2013 – US$15 000
	
2014 – US$18 000
2015 – US$25 000
The 2015 contributions
are more than 120%
of the 2013 or 2014
contributions.
(120% of the higher
of US$15 000 or
US$18 000 = US$21 600.)
Therefore, a new
five-year restriction
period for withdrawals
will start in 2015.

Note: any contribution
increases in the first year of
your plan will not start a new
five-year restriction period.
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How your contributions are
taken out of South Africa
There are limits to how
much money you can
take out of South Africa
The South African Reserve
Bank (SARB) allows you to take
a specified amount of money
out of South Africa every
calendar year without requiring
tax clearance. This amount is
called the Single Discretionary
Allowance. Currently, it is
R1 million (March 2016).
If you go above the Single
Discretionary Allowance in a
calendar year, the SARB may
charge you a penalty. It is your
responsibility to pay the penalty.

It is your responsibility
to comply with the
exchange control
regulations
If you expect to go above the
Single Discretionary Allowance
in a calendar year, you must
tell us. We will stop deducting
your contributions from your
bank account and investing
them offshore. This will give you
the opportunity to apply to the
SARB for tax clearance for the
extra offshore investment.

We can suspend contributions
in this way for a maximum of
six months in total over the term
of the plan. After six months,
we have the right to charge early
exit fees, if you are still within
the first five years of your plan.
(See section 07 for fees.)
Once you have informed us
of your tax clearance or a new
calendar year starts, we will
deduct the missed contributions
from your bank account and
invest them offshore and your
monthly contributions will
continue as before.

Bringing money back
into South Africa
Where we repatriate your
contributions to you, it is your
responsibility to ensure that
you have reported to the SARB.

Changes to collecting
your contributions
If SARB changes its limits or
requirements, we have the right
to change the requirements
of collecting your contributions.
If this happens, we will tell
you about your options.
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The funds you may choose
to invest into

How we allocate
your contributions

Investment choices
are not always available

Investments can
go up or down

We invest your contributions
into the funds that you choose.
You can choose to split your
contributions into more than
one fund but you cannot
allocate less than 5% of your
contribution to any one fund.

Details of each of the funds are
in the relevant fund fact sheet
on www.discovery.co.za.
We may be unable to continue
offering a specific fund you
chose as an investment choice.
If this happens, we will let you
know and ask you to give us a
new instruction with another
investment choice.

Your investment in the
endowment plan is exposed
to various assets including some
listed on stock markets. This
means that your investment
can go down as well as up.

Your choice of funds and
the split of your contributions
among these funds are reflected
on your policy schedule. You
can also choose to change this
fund selection over time as your
needs change.
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The past performance of
a fund is not necessarily
a guide to the future
performance of that fund.
It is your responsibility together
with your financial adviser to
decide if this product suits your
personal investment goals.
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Fees you pay
for your plan
Administration
and advice fees
Your administration and advice
fee is 1.5% of the market value
of your investment each year.
The fee is divided by 12 and
deducted monthly from your
total investment.
The fee is made up of:
0.8% annual administration
fee for Discovery Invest.
There are no initial fees
charged by Discovery Invest.
100% of each contribution
is allocated to the funds you
chose.
	
0.7% commission
recoupment charge. We
pay your financial adviser
upfront on your behalf and
then recoup that payment
from you. This percentage
may be less if your financial
adviser gives you a discount.
Your policy schedule shows
the advice fees that your
financial adviser receives
for the advice they provide
on your plan.

Initial and annual
investment
management fees
Some investment management
companies charge:
	
initial fees for investing
in their funds. This is
a percentage of your
contribution to their fund.
	
annual management fees.
This is a percentage of your
investment in their fund.
This fee is divided by 365
and deducted daily in the
unit prices that the
investment manager
provides to us.
The initial and annual fees
that each fund charges can
be found on the relevant
fund fact sheets available
on www.discovery.co.za.

The fee includes VAT
where applicable.
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Early exit fee
You may pay an early exit fee in these circumstances:
When you pay an early exit fee

What the fee is

If you stop paying your
contributions or withdraw your
full investment value in the first
five years

A maximum of 15% of your
investment value in the first
month, reducing evenly each
month on a sliding scale to zero
over five years.

If you reduce your contributions
in the first five years

A part of the maximum early
exit fee in proportion to the
amount that you reduce your
contributions by. The maximum
fee starts at 15% of your investment
value and reduces evenly each
month on a sliding scale to zero
over five years.

If you withdraw a portion of your
investment in the first five years

A part of the maximum early exit
fee in proportion to the amount
that you withdraw. The maximum
fee starts at 15% of your
investment value and reduces
evenly each month on a sliding
scale to zero over five years.

If your financial adviser chooses to take a commission discount,
the early exit fees will be reduced.

Switching fees
You may switch between investment choices at any time, as long as
it complies with our business practice at the time. The current practice
for the Recurring Dollar Endowment Plan (March 2016) is to charge a
fee of 0.25% of the value switched, with a maximum of $50 for each
switch transaction.

Fee reviews for the Recurring Dollar Endowment Plan
Fees quoted at the start of your plan are not fixed throughout the
investment term. We may review fees during the investment contract
term. Before any increases, we will inform you in writing about
the changes as well as the options available to you.
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Instructions for
your investments

The rules and conditions
for transactions

Giving instructions about
your investment

We provide quarterly
investment statements

The rules and conditions for all
transactions for the Recurring
Dollar Endowment Plan are
set out in the Discovery Invest
Business Practices Manual
which is available from
www.discovery.co.za. This
manual will be updated from
time to time. You acknowledge
that you have read and
understand the contents before
you instruct Discovery Invest
and that you are bound by its
terms and conditions.

Instructions that you give must
be in writing on the relevant
forms and sent to us by either:

We will send you a quarterly
investment statement, reflecting
your investment values and all
transactions during a specified
period (or previous quarter).
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fax on 011 539 4001; or
	
email to invest_offshore_
team@discovery.co.za
You can get copies of the forms
from us by calling 0860 67 5777.
We will not process an
instruction unless we have
received a correctly completed
transaction form and all
supporting documents.

The tax you pay

We deduct the following tax
from your investment value
on your behalf:

Type of investment growth

Tax rate

Interest

30%

Rental income

30%

Foreign dividends

15%

Capital gains

12% on the growth in rand

These percentages are correct at March 2016.
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You may not transfer
your rights (cession)

You may not transfer your rights in your plan to any other person or
entity for any reason (this transfer is known in law as a cession).
This includes:
	
a total transfer of ownership (referred to as an absolute cession)
	
a transfer as security for a debt (referred to as a collateral cession).
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Information you need to know
about your investment

Consent to share
information

You must consult your
financial adviser

You agree that we may
exchange personal and medical
information about you and the
life assured (if applicable) with:

Each investor must consult
their financial adviser to
advise about the suitability
of the product for the investor’s
personal investment needs.
The financial adviser must
be an authorised financial
services provider.

Discovery Life
 ny other life
A
insurance company
Discovery Health

Protection for investors
Because the endowment
plan is a life insurance policy,
investors have the benefit of a
policyholder protection scheme.
This scheme requires that we
hold assets representing at
least 90% of the policyholder’s
liabilities in trust with an
approved third party trustee.

 iscovery Health
D
Medical Scheme
 ny medical practitioner
A
you have consulted
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About the licenses
and regulations

The Recurring Dollar
Endowment Plan is issued by
Discovery Life International, the
Guernsey branch of Discovery
Life Limited (South Africa).
Discovery Life International
is licensed by the Guernsey
Financial Services Commission,
under the Insurance Business
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law
2002, to carry on long-term
insurance business.
The South African Long-term
Insurance Act of 1998 also
applies to the Recurring Dollar
Endowment Plan. Discovery Life
is a registered long-term insurer
and an authorised financial
services provider, registration
number 1966/003901/06.
The Recurring Dollar Endowment
Plan is administered by
Discovery Life Investment
Services (Pty) Limited trading
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as Discovery Invest, a subsidiary
of Discovery Limited. Discovery
Invest is an authorised financial
services provider.
The trustee appointed by the
Branch must hold the licensed
insurer’s assets representing at
least 90% of planholder liabilities
in trust. This is a standard
condition on the license of
the Insurer under section 12
of the Insurance Business
(Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law,
2002 (as amended).
The information given in this
document is based on our
understanding of current law
and practice in South Africa
and Guernsey. We do not
accept responsibility for the
effect of any future legislative
or regulatory changes.

Discovery Invest
Contact centre 0860 67 57 77 | invest_support@discovery.co.za | www.discovery.co.za

www.discovery.co.za
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